Going Against the Grains: Gluten-Free Diets in Patients Without Celiac Disease—Worthwhile or Not?
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Abstract
While the gluten-free diet (GFD) is the only known effective therapy for celiac disease, in recent years it has become increasingly popular in the USA and worldwide, with many believing it to be more “healthful” and others claiming that it has beneficial effects for health conditions, many extraintestinal, other than celiac disease. This review examines the evidence for use of the GFD in patients without celiac disease who self-report intestinal and/or extraintestinal symptoms (non-celiac gluten sensitivity), as well as for enhancement of athletic performance and treatment of autism, rheumatoid arthritis, and psychiatric disorders. Overall, the evidence for use of GFDs in conditions other than celiac disease is poor. Though non-celiac gluten sensitivity may ultimately emerge as a biomarker-defined condition, a large proportion of patients with apparent non-celiac gluten sensitivity have, after careful investigation, an alternative diagnosis. In light of this, and coupled with the potential physical and psychological harms associated with the avoidance of gluten, initiating a GFD should not be encouraged for people who have these other conditions or are seeking physical/athletic enhancement.
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Introduction
Gluten (from the Latin “glue”) is the term for the prolamine storage proteins of the cereal grains wheat, barley, and rye [1]. A gluten-free diet (GFD) is currently the only known effective treatment for celiac disease, an autoimmune disorder that occurs in genetically predisposed individuals who develop an immune reaction to gluten. In the USA, nearly 1% of the population has celiac disease. While the prevalence of celiac disease has remained stable over the past few years [2], interest in GFDs has increased. In 2004, “gluten-free diet” was the most popular diet-related search term for the Google internet search engine in only 1.9% of Nielson designated market areas; by 2014, that figure had risen to 83% [3]. According to a 2018 Gallup poll, 21% of Americans actively attempt to include GF foods in their diets [4], and a 2017 market research survey found the GFD second only to low-carbohydrate diets in popularity, with 11% of Americans having tried the diet within the prior year [5]. The number of Americans without celiac disease who avoid gluten more than tripled between 2009–2010 and 2013–2014, according to data from the National Health and Nutrition Examination Surveys (NHANES) [2].

The reasons for this rise in gluten avoidance are manifold. Thirty percent of people buying GF foods report doing so because they believe that consuming such a diet is healthier [5]. Beyond this general perception of healthfulness, many people claim that GFDs can be used to treat specific diseases. In this review, we assess the evidence for use of GFDs in people who do not have celiac disease. We discuss the entity of non-celiac gluten sensitivity (NCGS), and we examine the effects of GFDs on athletic performance, neuropsychiatric disorders, and rheumatoid arthritis (RA). Finally, we review the potential disadvantages of adhering to a GFD.
Non-Celiac Gluten Sensitivity

The pathophysiology of celiac disease has been well elucidated. Gluten, rich in glutamine and proline residues, is incompletely digested by gastric, pancreatic, and intestinal brush border peptidases. In affected individuals, the resulting gliadin peptides enter the lamina propria of the small intestine where they are deamidated and bind to human leukocyte antigen (HLA)-DQ2- or HLA-DQ8-positive antigen-presenting cells. The peptides are then presented to gliadin-reactive cluster-of-differentiation (CD)4+ T cells, leading to mucosal inflammation, small intestinal villous atrophy, increased intestinal paracellular permeability, and malabsorption [6]. By contrast, NCGS is a clinical syndrome defined entirely by symptoms that respond to withdrawal of gluten from the diet in the absence of celiac disease or wheat allergy. Common symptoms include irritable bowel-type symptoms of bloating, diarrhea, abdominal pain, and dyspepsia. Extraintestinal manifestations such as fatigue, headache, numbness, and cognitive impairment or “brain fog” are also frequently reported [7]. At present, NCGS has no established biologic basis, with neither specific histologic findings nor serologic markers identified, although a recent study identified serological markers of systemic immune activation and evidence of intestinal epithelial damage in patients with NCGS that were not present in celiac disease or healthy controls [8]. Currently, NCGS is typically a self-diagnosis or a diagnosis made by alternative health practitioners [9]. Estimates of its prevalence vary widely, from 1.7% in the 2013–2014 NHANES to 13% in a population-based questionnaire of 1002 people from the UK [2, 10].

Although NCGS was first described in the late 1970s, it is only within the last decade that researchers have studied the effectiveness of the GFD for this condition using double-blind placebo-controlled trials. The first of these studies, which randomized 34 patients with self-reported gluten-sensitive irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) to consuming GF and non-GF muffins, found higher rates of inadequate symptom control in those exposed to gluten compared with placebo (68 vs. 40%, p = 0.0001) [11]. Nevertheless, the same Australian research group later found that the effect of gluten exposure in patients with this phenotype was nullified by the use of a diet low in FODMAPs (fermentable oligosaccharides, disaccharides, monosaccharides, and polyols), raising the possibility that a large proportion of patients with apparent NCGS may actually be sensitive to FODMAPs or other dietary products [12]. On the other hand, researchers at the Mayo Clinic studied a group of diarrhea-predominant IBS patients who had not self-identified as being gluten sensitive and noted reduced bowel frequency while consuming a GFD [13].

Given the difficulty of identifying true NCGS, a panel of experts proposed using the double-blind placebo-controlled crossover gluten challenge as the “gold standard” for diagnosis [14]. Several studies with such design have been performed; some showed higher rates of symptom relapse with gluten challenge [15–17], whereas others actually showed higher rates of symptoms with placebo [18, 19]. A systematic review found that across studies, 40% of subjects had similar or increased symptoms in response to placebo. Accounting for this strong “nocebo” response, only 38 of 231 (16%) of NCGS patients showed gluten-specific symptoms [20]. Taken as a whole, the available data suggest that a large number of patients initially identified as having NCGS are actually not gluten sensitive. Some patients may have symptoms in response to FODMAPs or to other wheat components, such as amylase–trypsin inhibitors. A significant proportion of patients with self-identified NCGS have been diagnosed with other conditions such as lactose and fructose intolerance, small intestinal bacterial overgrowth, and microscopic colitis following medical investigation [9]. Nevertheless, among patients with no known alternative diagnosis, a GFD may be beneficial for some of these patients insofar as it can reduce exposure to other yet-identified dietary triggers. Exclusion of celiac disease prior to introduction of the GFD is, however, imperative.

Athletic Performance

The GFD has become particularly popular among athletes. In a global survey of 910 athletes, 41% reported adhering to a GFD 50–100% of the time [21]. More than half of these athletes believe gluten avoidance improves “exercise performance,” and 74% believe it improves “body composition for sport performance.” Interestingly, a large minority of athletes not adhering to a GFD hold the same beliefs [21]. Furthermore, some high-profile athletes have publicly attributed their success to avoiding gluten. Novak Djokovic, the top-ranked tennis player with 15 Grand Slam titles, is perhaps its most prominent exemplar, having written a book on the topic, Serve to Win: The 14-Day Gluten-Free Plan for Physical and Mental Excellence [22]. To our knowledge, there has only been one published study to date examining the effects of GFD on exercise performance. That study, a double-blind placebo-controlled crossover trial, allocated 13 competitive cyclists to a 7-day gluten-containing diet and GFD separated by a 10-day washout. Gluten and placebo (whey protein) were provided in the form of an indistinguishable food bar. The study found no statistical difference in cycling performance on a 15-min time trial. There were also no differences in gastrointestinal symptoms or inflammatory markers between diets [23]. Future studies could clarify whether remaining on a GFD for a longer period of time yields different outcomes. It is important to consider...
that, when not blinded to the intervention, a GFD may improve athletic performance via the placebo effect [24–26].

**Rheumatoid Arthritis**

RA is a chronic inflammatory joint disease that affects 0.5–1% of most populations [27]. Dietary manipulation is commonly used by patients with RA with the rationale that it theoretically decreases inflammation, increases antioxidant levels, changes lipid profiles, and alters the gut microbiome [28]. Some of the diets most commonly used by patients with RA are vegetarian or vegan, Mediterranean, and GF. The rationale for use of a GFD relates to the mechanistic similarities between celiac disease and RA (both are HLA-associated conditions with immune responses to posttranslationally modified proteins) [29] and also to the presence of higher rates of anti-gliadin antibodies among RA patients [30, 31].

Despite its popularity, the GFD has not been studied on its own in RA patients. An early single-blind randomized controlled trial compared a usual diet with 7–10 days of fasting, followed by 3.5 months of a GF vegan diet, and 9 months of a lacto-vegetarian diet. After 4 weeks, the 27 patients in the intervention group showed significant improvements in the number of tender and swollen joints, pain score, duration of morning stiffness, grip strength, erythrocyte sedimentation rate, and C-reactive protein; only pain score improved significantly in the control group. The differences in outcomes between groups remained present until the end of the 13-month trial, long after gluten was reintroduced, arguing against it being the cause of the improved outcomes [32].

A subsequent study randomized 66 patients with active RA to either a GF vegan diet or a well-balanced non-GF non-vegan diet for 1 year. Forty-one percent of patients in the intervention group fulfilled the American College of Rheumatology ACR20 criteria, defined as at least 20% improvement in the number of tender and swollen joints, as well as at least 20% improvement in three or more of the five remaining core set measures. In contrast, only 4% of patients in the control group met the ACR20 criteria. Despite the substantial clinical improvement, there was no radiographic difference between groups, with both having significant increases in the number of bony erosions over the course of the trial. Significant reductions in IgG anti-gliadin and anti-beta-lactoglobulin levels, however, were noted in the responders to the GF vegan diet, leading the study’s authors to hypothesize that the intervention’s beneficial effects may have been due to a diminished immune response to exogenous food antigens [33]. While the findings of this study are intriguing, it is not at all clear whether the results are mediated by avoidance of gluten, dairy products, meat, or some other unidentified factor. Additionally, the absence of blinding leaves considerable suspicion that the placebo effect and other factors biased the study. Additional analysis of the study data found that the GF vegan group had decreased low-density lipoproteins (LDL) and oxidized LDL levels, as well as increased levels of atheroprotective antibodies against phosphorylcholine [34], relevant since patients with RA are at increased risk of developing and dying from cardiovascular disease [35]. It seems most likely that the observed changes in lipid profile are the result of veganism, as opposed to the avoidance of gluten, as similar changes have been reported with the consumption of vegetarian diets [36], but not of GFDs [37]. As the GFD in isolation has not been investigated in RA, it is premature to conclude that it is beneficial in this context.

**Neuropsychiatric Conditions**

**Ataxia and Peripheral Neuropathy**

It is well established that celiac disease can initially present with a range of neurologic manifestations, most commonly ataxia or peripheral neuropathy, but also epilepsy, encephalopathy, myopathy, and other movement disorders [38–40]. Nevertheless, these neurologic disorders may also be present in patients who have positive serologies for anti-gliadin antibodies in the absence of celiac disease. Indeed, a study of 562 patients with circulating anti-gliadin antibodies and idiopathic neurologic dysfunction found that the majority had no evidence of enteropathy [41]. A study of 53 patients with idiopathic neurologic disorders found that 57% had anti-gliadin antibodies, compared to 5% in the control group, suggesting that a significant percentage of neurologic dysfunction of unknown cause may be related to gluten [42]. Gluten ataxia, defined as ataxia in the presence of circulating anti-gliadin antibodies without an alternative etiology for the ataxia, is the most common neurologic manifestation of both celiac disease and NCGS [41]. A study of 43 patients with gluten ataxia found that use of a GFD for 1 year significantly improved symptoms in both patients with and without enteropathy. Yet, these findings are mitigated by the observations that the study was neither randomized nor blinded and that patients in the intervention group whose anti-gliadin antibodies remained positive were excluded from the analysis [43].

Gluten neuropathy, idiopathic neuropathy in the presence of anti-gliadin antibodies, is the second most common neurologic manifestation of both celiac disease and NCGS [41]. It most commonly initially manifests as a length-dependent sensorimotor peripheral neuropathy, but can also manifest as a sensory ganglionopathy or mononeuropathy multiplex. A cross-sectional observational study of 60 patients with gluten neuropathy, the majority of whom did not have celiac disease, found that a strict GFD was associated with an 89% reduction in risk of peripheral neuropathic pain [44].
Similarly, gluten neuropathy patients receiving a GFD for 1 year improved as assessed by increased amplitude of sural sensory nerve action potential when compared to patients consuming a regular diet. Patients in the intervention group also more often reported subjective improvement in their symptoms. These findings remained significant after the 29% of patients with celiac disease were removed from the analysis [45]. These results must be interpreted with caution, though, given that the above study was neither randomized nor blinded.

**Cognitive Dysfunction**

There is little support for the popular belief in gluten’s deleterious effects on cognitive function [46]. Transient cognitive symptoms, informally referred to as “brain fog,” are commonly reported in both celiac disease and NCGS, yet remain poorly understood [47]. While researchers have examined this phenomenon in patients with celiac disease, we did not find any studies that deal specifically with cognitive dysfunction in NCGS patients. In a small pilot study, 11 patients with newly diagnosed celiac disease showed improved scores of cognitive tests of verbal fluency and attention after implementation of a GFD. These improvements strongly correlated with duodenal mucosal healing and tissue transglutaminase antibody levels [48]. That study was limited by its small sample size and lack of a control group. Additionally, a large population-based cohort study in Sweden found no increased risk of dementia among celiac disease patients compared to age- and gender-matched controls [49]. Whether the quantity of gluten intake correlates with risk of developing dementia in subjects with and without celiac disease remains to be studied. Further studies are needed to clarify the impact of gluten on cognition in patients with and without celiac disease.

**Autism Spectrum Disorder**

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a neurodevelopmental disorder characterized by persistent deficits in social communication and social interaction, as well as restricted and repetitive patterns of behavior, interests, or activities [50]. ASD is very common, affecting 1 in 59 children in the USA, according to the most recent estimates by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention [51]. Many parents of children with ASD use complementary and alternative medicine (CAM) therapies, including dietary supplements and restrictive diets. Twenty-eight percent of subjects in the Autism Speaks Autism Treatment Network patient registry reported using some form of CAM; 17% used special diets, approximately half of which were GF [52]. The use of GFDs in ASD stems from the hypothesis that autistic behavior is caused by the passage of inadequately metabolized gluten and casein (the main protein found in milk) through a “leaky gut” into the bloodstream and central nervous system, leading to excessive opioid-like activity and interference with signal transmission [53, 54]. More recent work has suggested a link between ASD and an immune response to gluten. Although ASD is not associated with biopsy-verified celiac disease, it is associated with positive anti-gliadin IgA and IgG serologies [55], with 20% of people with ASD having IgG antibodies to gliadin [56].

There have been several mostly small studies examining the effects of dietary gluten elimination on autistic symptoms. In line with the opioid-excess theory discussed above, the vast majority of these studies examined the gluten-free casein-free (GFCF) diet. The few studies that investigated the GFD without restrictions on casein were small, lacking controls, and showed mixed results. An early trial that placed seven children with ASD on a GFD for 6 months, without a control group, found no connection between gluten and autistic behavior [57]. Another uncontrolled study reported improvement in a number of behavioral measures, but no changes in the urinary peptides that are hypothesized to be the marker of gluten’s activity in ASD [58]. More recently, a randomized controlled trial of 80 children with ASD found a significant decrease in gastrointestinal symptoms and a small, but statistically significant improvement in stereotyped behavior and communication among children in the GFD group [59]. However, as with many of the dietary studies in ASD, behavior and symptoms were assessed by parents who were not blinded to the intervention.

Randomized controlled trials of GFCF diets have also yielded mixed results. A small single-blind trial involving 20 children with ASD showed significant improvements in autistic traits, social isolation, and ability to communicate in the GFCF group [60]; a double-blind crossover trial with 15 children, however, revealed no significant difference between groups [61]. Three gluten/casein challenge trials, in which children already on GFCF diets were randomized to receive gluten/casein or placebo foods, showed no significant difference in behavior or gastrointestinal symptoms between groups [62–64]. All studies were relatively small, and there was substantial variation across trials in application of the GFCF diet (some provided education, while others provided the actual food), as well as in assessment of outcomes, with nearly a dozen different rating scales used. In sum, there is currently poor evidence for the use of GF and GFCF diets in ASD, as systematic reviews have also concluded [65–67].

**Psychiatric Illness**

A possible link between gluten ingestion and the development of psychiatric illness has interested researchers for over half a century [68]. The relationship between gluten and schizophrenia, a brain disorder characterized by
hallucinations, delusions, and disorganized speech and behavior, has been studied the most extensively [50]. Early evidence of a connection was derived from an ecological study conducted during World War II that observed a decrease in first-time hospitalizations for schizophrenia in women that was directly proportional to the reduction in wheat consumption [68]. While this could suggest a contribution of gluten to the development of schizophrenia, it is not hard to produce alternative explanations for why both grain consumption and psychiatric hospitalizations might decrease during wartime. More recently, patients with schizophrenia were found to have higher rates of positive anti-gliadin serologies than the general population, leading some to conclude that schizophrenia may be mediated by an immune response to gluten [69–71].

Several studies have evaluated the effects of a GFD on patients with schizophrenia. The first of these trials randomly assigned 102 male inpatients with schizophrenia to a cereal-free milk-free (CFMF) diet or a high-cereal (HC) diet in a non-blinded manner. After 7 days, 62% of patients in the CFMF arm had significant improvements, compared to 36% of patients in the HC arm [72]; after 90 days, 37% of patients in the CFMF group were discharged from the hospital, compared to 16% in the HC group [73]. In a 14-week double-blind placebo-controlled crossover trial, 14 inpatients with schizophrenia showed improvement in various measures of psychopathology when treated with antipsychotic medications and a CFMF diet. This therapeutic progress paused during a gluten challenge and then resumed when gluten was again removed from the diet [74]. Two gluten challenge trials revealed a heterogeneous response to gluten, with modest effects of gluten on the overall groups that were driven by more pronounced effects on a few individual patients [75, 76]. Yet other studies found no benefit of a GFD in schizophrenia [77–79]. Future studies should exclude patients with celiac disease and may consider anti-gliadin or tissue transglutaminase serologies in their analysis, as was done in two recent pilot studies [80, 81]. The larger of these studies, which followed 16 patients with schizophrenia and elevated anti-gliadin IgG antibodies, found improvement in several measured parameters among those randomized to a GFD during a 5-week observation period [81].

The relationship between gluten and depression has also been much studied, although the vast majority of studies were done in patients with celiac disease [82]. A double-blind crossover study of 22 subjects with self-reported gluten-sensitive IBS, in whom celiac disease was excluded, found that ingestion of gluten was associated with higher depression scores than placebo [83]. A similar result was found in another double-blind crossover trial that involved 61 subjects with NCGS [19]. While these studies suggest that a GFD may be beneficial for patients with depression in the absence of celiac disease, they may not be generalizable since they were both conducted in patients who had self-identified as being gluten-sensitive.

**Disadvantages of a Gluten-Free Diet**

When considering use of a GFD for conditions other than celiac disease, one must weigh the possibility of benefit against the potential for harm. Several studies have demonstrated that GFDs are often deficient in whole grains and fiber, micronutrients (e.g., vitamin D, vitamin B12, and folate), and minerals (e.g., iron, zinc, magnesium, and calcium) [84–86]. Additionally, GFDs may contain more sugar and saturated fat than their gluten-containing counterparts [86, 87]. Perhaps related to these differences in dietary composition, data from the Nurses’ Health Study and Health Professionals Follow-Up Study, comprising over 200,000 people and 4 million person-years of follow-up, demonstrated an inverse relationship between gluten intake and the development of type 2 diabetes among people without celiac disease [88]. While gluten intake itself is not associated with the risk of coronary heart disease, avoidance of dietary gluten may result in decreased intake of whole grains, which carry cardiovascular benefits [89]. The analysis of data collected from NHANES revealed significantly higher urine levels of arsenic and blood levels of mercury, lead, and cadmium in people adhering to GFDs [90], likely as a consequence of GFDs often being rich in fish and rice, both of which can contain high concentrations of these heavy metals. Potential harms of the GFD extend beyond physical effects. Strict adherence to a GFD, as evidenced by mucosal healing in celiac disease patients, is associated with the development of anxiety [91]; “extreme vigilance” in avoiding gluten exposure is also associated with decreased self-rated quality-of-life [92].

**Conclusion**

GFDs have become increasingly popular in the past decade, with many claims that they offer benefits for people who do not have celiac disease. There is a large group of people who do not have celiac disease but experience symptoms after eating gluten-containing foods. While the entity known as NCGS is still not completely understood, current evidence from placebo-controlled gluten-challenge trials suggests that for a large proportion of these patients gluten itself is not the trigger of these symptoms; rather, they may be reacting to other components of wheat-containing foods, and some may be experiencing a “nocebo” effect. A GFD does not appear to enhance athletic performance, despite high-profile testimonials to the contrary. The effect of GFD on RA cannot be determined from current evidence because, in existing studies, the effect of gluten avoidance is confounded by the
concurrent avoidance of both meat and dairy products. In the absence of celiac disease, patients with gluten ataxia and gluten neuropathy, with elevated antibodies to gliadin, seem to benefit from GFDs, though supportive randomized blinded trials are scarce. Overall evidence for use of GFDs in ASD is poor quality, with mixed results reported from studies with notable biases. A possible positive effect of GFDs in patients with schizophrenia should be explored further, with attention paid to whether patients have celiac disease or other elevated non-celiac gluten-related serologies.
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